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P3 reflationary policies injected massive amounts of money and
credit into economies, leading to self-reinforcing high nominal
growth, leading to self-reinforcing inflation, leading to an abrupt
shift in market discounting from a benign monetary policy to a rapid
tightening. This discounting of a sharp tightening, its knock-on effects across
markets, and the early stages of an actual tightening are producing the first
transition in the economic environment since MP3 policies were enacted.
We are still in the early stages of this transition, and the path will depend
a lot on how central bankers play their difficult hand, so one should not be
firmly committed to one scenario or another. But as things now stand, odds
favor a stagflationary environment that could last for years.
MP3 policies were very successful, stimulating a high level of nominal demand and a rapid recovery in
employment markets in response to the pandemic. But this stimulation was applied for too long, and
the offsetting monetary tightening is now coming too late, resulting in what we now have, which is
a monetary inflation. Given the inertia of a monetary inflation, bringing it under control to the point that
inflation approaches what is now discounted in the markets (2.5%) will require an aggressive tightening of
monetary policy over a sustained period, and a significant and sustained weakening of employment markets.
As central banks pursue their dual mandate of maximum employment and stable prices, they will not be able
to achieve both at the same time and will be forced to choose between too-low growth in order to achieve
their desired inflation rate, or too-high inflation in order to achieve their desired employment conditions. In
managing through this, we see them toggling back and forth in their prioritization, trying to avoid both an
unacceptably deep economic contraction and an unacceptably high inflation rate, culminating in a long period
of too-high inflation and too-low growth, i.e., stagflation.
The markets are discounting a very different scenario. They are discounting one sharp round of
tightening—comprised of a rise in short-term interest rates to just above 3%, combined with more than $400
billion of contraction of the Fed’s balance sheet—and that this will be enough to bring inflation down to 2.5%
with stable growth and no dent in earnings. From there, markets are discounting that the achievement of these
goals would allow a subsequent 1% drop in rates from their peak.
Asset returns are driven by how conditions unfold in relation to what is discounted. Our approach is to have an
excellent reading of current conditions and a time-tested understanding of the cause/effect linkages, leading
to a reliable probabilistic assessment of what comes next: an optimal response to known conditions. Today,
our indicators suggest an imminent and significant weakening of real growth and a persistently high level of
inflation (with some near-term slowing from a very high level). Combining this with what is discounted, the
difference between what is likely to transpire in the near term and what is discounted is the strongest nearterm stagflationary signal in 100 years, shown below. Longer term, as we play it out in our minds, we doubt
that policy makers will be willing to tolerate the degree of economic weakness required to bring the monetary
inflation under control quickly. More likely, we see good odds that they pause or reverse course at some point,
causing stagflation to be sustained for longer, requiring at least a second tightening cycle to achieve the desired
level of inflation. A second tightening cycle is not discounted at all and presents the greatest risk of
massive wealth destruction.
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Data estimated through June 2022. Estimates based on Bridgewater analysis.

Our leading estimates of inflation and real growth clearly paint the dilemma, as well as differences in the
degree of stagflationary pressure across economies.
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This mismatch between what is discounted and what is likely presents substantial ongoing risk to assets. The
following table shows the historical returns of assets in stagflations and is compared to returns the rest of the
time. Equities have been the worst-performing assets in stagflations.
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Data estimated from January 1960 through April 2022. The global 60/40 is comprised of 60% hedged global equities and 40% hedged global
nominal government bonds.

If a stagflation is accompanied by a tightening that drives risk premiums and discount rates up, the impacts are
far worse, though the rank ordering of effects across assets is similar. On the other hand, if the policy response
favors stimulating to support growth, assets tend to do well for some period of time even in stagflations.
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Data estimated from January 1960 through April 2022. The global 60/40 is comprised of 60% hedged global equities and 40% hedged global
nominal government bonds.
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What Is a Monetary Inflation and Why Are We in It?
The core understanding required to assess this environment pertains to what constitutes a monetary inflation.
By that we do not mean money supply. We are referring to a more complex process where there is an excess
in the sources of funds coming from money, credit, and income that continues to fuel an excessive level of
nominal spending in relation to the quantity of goods and services that labor produces. This perspective relies
on two fundamental truths—that the sources of funds in an economy will equal uses of funds and that prices
are driven by an exchange of money for quantity. Sources of funds will get spent, and if that causes an increase
in the exchange of money for goods, services, or financial assets to outpace the quantity of those things offered,
the price of those things goes up (and vice versa). The two perspectives are summarized below. The sources
of funds coming from money, credit, and income must equal the uses of funds via spending, financial asset
purchases, and cash reserves. And prices equal the amount of money exchanged for quantity.

M + Credit
C + Income
I = Spending
S + Financial
F + Reserves
R

Money

P = $ / Q

Price

Dollars

Assets

Quantity

This framework enables a full accounting attribution of inflation and nominal spending. For example, below
we show that the excess of nominal spending (nominal GDP growth) relative to the growth in output from
labor (“delta” headcount + productivity) naturally produces a change in prices (GDP deflator).
P (GDP Deflator)
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Data estimated through June 2022. Estimates based on Bridgewater analysis.

The normal definition of inflation is based on the CPI, which is intended to measure the cost of living and
has a different mix of spending than GDP. Nonetheless, the CPI inflation is similar, and the attribution of CPI
inflation would be perfectly accurate if the mix of goods purchased and the quantity produced was matched
to the CPI index weights.
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It is important to recognize that nominal GDP is a money phenomenon—it’s just how much money you spend, not
what you got for your money. In the big stagflations of the ’70s, nominal GDP never grew by less than 5%, even
during big real GDP contractions. What happened is that the spending was absorbed by higher prices, leaving a
contraction in real GDP. The same has also happened recently in some sectors—gasoline, for example. The sum of
dollars spent for goods and services can be reconciled to the sources of funds. This is complex because sources of
funds also go into financial assets (driving asset prices via $/Q) and cash. However, netting the flows through the
system and plugging for statistical error, we can fully account for NGDP via the sources of funds.
NGDP Growth
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Data estimated through June 2022. Estimates based on Bridgewater analysis.

Across these sources of funds, income growth establishes the base level of nominal spending. This is because
spending produces income, and then that income gets spent, producing an income-spending flywheel that
has inertia and thus tends to be self-sustaining. In the initial stages of this recovery, that surge in spending
was received in the form of higher corporate profits and putting more people back to work. But as economies
began to approach full employment, the expansion of labor (Q) could not keep up with the growth in demand
($), resulting in higher prices, including higher wages, which is simply the price of labor and reflects the same
process of price formation as other prices. That stage marked the transition from beneficial recovery to selfreinforcing inflation and is still underway. The policy mistake was continuing to pump money and credit into
the economy and keeping interest rates near zero as this transition occurred, rather than leaning into the wind
at that time. Now the monetary inflation is entrenched via the inertia of the income-spending flywheel.
NGDP Growth
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Policy makers move income and spending growth up or down by adjusting the flow of money and credit vis-àvis monetary and fiscal policy. You raise NGDP growth by increasing credit growth, which enables an uptick in
spending relative to what can be financed strictly from income, and this uptick in spending produces income,
which gets spent, setting a new higher level for the income-spending flywheel. Slowing the flywheel requires a
contraction in credit, which causes a rerouting of income from spending to debt reduction (including cash holdings)
or simply less credit-financed spending, which reduces nominal spending, which reduces nominal income.
By our measures, even though the actual rise in short-term interest rates has not been much, the substantial
discounting of the tightening with its knock-on effects through the markets, combined with the shift from QE
to quantitative tightening (QT), suggests one of the most extreme downward pressures on money and credit
of the past decades. In other words, we’re very likely to get a reduction in nominal spending in the near term.
Pressures on the Change in Credit Growth
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Data estimated through June 2022. Estimates based on Bridgewater analysis.

The shift from QE to QT has its most direct impacts on financial markets. Applying the template described
earlier in this letter, after the central bank prints money (M), it pushes that money into the economy through
the financial markets (F). The impact on interest rates and asset prices indirectly influences spending. Over
the past decade, the aggressive use of QE and then MP3 flooded financial markets with liquidity and caused
them to substantially outperform the actual economy. The shift from QE to QT is having the reverse impact,
drawing funds more directly from the financial markets and indirectly impacting spending. This, combined
with ongoing heavy issuance of treasuries, is producing a liquidity hole in the financial markets that spreads
from bonds to stocks and is likely to cause financial markets to underperform the economy.
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Policy tightening is likely to slow inflation from where it has been, but whether it brings inflation down to what
is discounted (2.5%) and to what the Fed expects and is targeting (2%) depends on how deep the contraction is
and how long it lasts. It needs to be deep and long-lasting because there is inertia in the system in the form of
wage growth that is much higher than what would be required for 2.5% inflation.
Average Hourly Wage Growth Y/Y
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Data estimated through June 2022. Estimates based on Bridgewater analysis.
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A big near-term decline in wages is unlikely because labor markets are now tight. The unemployment rate is
near its lows, job offers are plentiful, and the cost of living is giving people reason to ask for more.
US Unemployment
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Data estimated through June 2022. Estimates based on Bridgewater analysis.

Thus, the degree and duration of the tightening must be strong enough and long-lasting enough to bring credit
growth down by enough (roughly by half ) for long enough—to bring spending down by enough for long
enough—to weaken labor markets by enough—to bring wages down by enough—that NGDP growth falls by
enough and stays there—to bring inflation down to 2.5%. Historically, the average lead time of a decline in
labor markets to a decline in wages is about two years, with a wide range around that average.
As mentioned, we doubt the scenario that is now discounted in the markets and think that the odds of a
protracted stagflation are much higher. Our systems suggest the same for the near term which now doubt the
degree of near-term tightening that is discounted, the 2.5% terminal inflation rate that is now priced in, and the
future level of earnings that is now priced in, reflecting instead the growing vulnerability of the dollar should
those doubts prove true.
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The above discussion is very US-centric. The mechanics work the same everywhere, but the circumstances
vary by economy, mostly due to the differences in the policy response to the pandemic. Economies that applied
the most aggressive MP3 policies have a bigger problem (e.g., Europe and the UK), though less than the US, and
economies that applied less MP3 stimulation have a lesser problem (e.g., China and Japan). The war in Ukraine
has added to the problem in varying degrees as a function of the direct supply vulnerabilities, with the biggest
impact on Europe and the least on China, and also vary by type of goods and services (e.g., oil and natural gas
versus local services).
Looking further forward, this stagflationary environment is ripe for instability and volatility over the coming
decade as policy makers will be challenged to achieve their mandates with pressures on them coming from all
sides. To make matters worse, policy makers seem to have an inadequate understanding of the forces at work
(e.g., see the Jackson Hole speeches last August), which raises the odds of continued policy errors.
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